INTRODUCTION

F
or the past five presidential elections, we have reported the results of forecasting models predicting the vote from two variables: a poll-based indicator and a measure based on the Conference Board's Index of Leading Economic Indicators (LEI). For 1996 and 2000, our poll measure was presidential approval (Wlezien and Erikson 1996 ; 2001 ) . Starting with 2004, we substituted trial-heat polls (Wlezien and Erikson 2004 ; Erikson and Wlezien 2008 ; 2012a ) . The economic measure is the weighted average of quarterly growth in LEI where each quarterly reading is weighted 0.80 times the one for the following quarter. 1 Our attention is on the cumulative weighted growth in Leading Indicators through the thirteenth quarter of the election cycle, the first quarter of the election year. For shorthand we refer to this measure as "cumulative LEI growth." Measured in Quarter 13, cumulative LEI growth represents both the economy as it has occurred over the election cycle and also the expected economy for the remainder of the election year. That is, leading economic indicators really do work, and forecast economic growth. Our cumulative LEI growth measure nicely taps economic trends as the election approaches, with the virtue of being measurable in advance (Wlezien and Erikson 1996 ) . Indeed Quarter 13 cumulative LEI beats Quarter 15 measures of both cumulative per capita income growth and the Survey of Consumers' mean perception of the past year's economic growth as predictors of the November vote (see Erikson and Wlezien 2012a ) . 2
LEADING ECONOMIC INDICATORS ALLOW EARLY ELECTION FORECASTS
As the timeline of the campaign progresses, presidential elections are easier to predict from economic indicators and polls measured at the moment. 3 One way to increase prediction accuracy would be to obtain early warnings about the values of the predictor variables. The Index of Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) serves this purpose. Our measure of cumulative LEI growth through the spring of the election year incorporates the objective economy up to that point and offers (imperfect) information about upcoming economic change. This, in turn, allows advance indication of changes in presidential approval (Wlezien and Erikson 1996 ) . Further, with LEI growth controlled, the predictive power of early trial-heat poll results increases as a manifestation of non-economic issues on the outcome. 4 Table 1 presents the details for equations predicting the incumbent party vote from 1952 through 2012. Four models are presented, one for each quarter of the election year during which we measure the trial-heat polls. Cumulative LEI growth is fi xed at its value for Quarter 13-the fi rst quarter of the election year-in all models. 5 The table shows that regardless of the quarter we measure trial-heat polls, both cumulative LEI growth and trial-heat polls are statistically signifi cant as predictors. With time, the polls grow and LEI growth recedes in terms of predictive value. When trial-heat polls are measured in quarters 13 or 14, cumulative LEI growth through winter (January, February, March) tells more about the vote in November than do contemporary trial-heat polls. 6 By Quarter 15, trial-heat polls overtake cumulative LEI growth, but even then the measure of cumulative LEI growth from Quarter 13 adds some predictive power.
The value of the model is early prediction. For the past fi ve presidential elections, we have used our model (as updated at that time) to predict the November vote using only Quarter 13 cumulative LEI growth and either presidential approval or trial-heat polls from Quarter 15. Our public forecasts have been close, picking the correct popular vote winner each time with an average absolute error of 1.6 percentage points of the two-party vote. 7
Time for a Change?
Notably, our model ignores the number of years the presidential party has held office, given that the presidential party historically has won more often when in office only four years rather than longer. 8 We could incorporate Abramowitz's ( 1988 ) "time for a change" variable which takes the value "1" if a party has held the White House for eight or more years and "0" otherwise. If we predict the vote from only "time for a change" plus cumulative LEI Growth, the "time for a change" dummy achieves statistical significance, consistent with a mild penalty (apart from the economy) for being in power too long. However, when we add trial-heat polls to the model, the polls absorb the demand for change in advance of the election. The time for a change effect is already becoming apparent in the polls from the first quarter of the election year, and is fully absorbed in voter preferences before the fall general election campaign begins. ................................................................................................................. 
Po l i t i c s S y m p o s i u m : Fo r e c a s t i n g t h e 2 0 1 6 A m e r i c a n N a t i o n a l E l e c t i o
PREDICTING FROM LEADING INDICATORS PLUS POLLS BEFORE AND AFTER THE CONVENTIONS
In recent election years, the national party conventions were held in August or even into September. In 2016 they occurred in July, the earliest in the calendar since 1960. Historically, the conventions have considerable impact, with the leader in the polls afterward almost always winning the election (Erikson and Wlezien 2012b ) . This can be seen in table 2 , which displays poll shares for the incumbent party candidate from one week before the first convention and then two weeks after the second convention, along with the final vote. 10 There we can see that the leader in the polls before the conventions ultimately won the popular vote in 11 of the 16 elections; after the conventions, the leader won the popular vote in every year, bearing in mind that the polls were tied in 1980. The conventions clearly can meaningfully impact the polls and the election outcome, and so we need to take into the account the timing of polls. Table 3 shows the resulting pre-and post-conventions equations. As indicated by the R -squareds, predictability increases using post-convention polls. Prior to the conventions, cumulative LEI growth is the strongest predictor. Afterwards, the polls dominate. (Also see Holbrook 1996 ; Campbell 2008 .) One interpretation is that the conventions help to clarify for the voters the fundamentals that drive the election, and an important aspect of these fundamentals is the state of the economy, which our cumulative LEI measure reveals in advance. 11 Table 4 shows the out-of-sample forecasts using the two models, and here we can see that the model performs well before the conventions, "forecasting" the correct winner in 13 of 16 cases, which is slightly better than what we obtain using raw polls (11 of 16, per So, what did our model say about 2016 before the conventions began? Our 2016 pre-conventions trial-heat reading, from RealClearPolitics.com is 51.5% of the two-party vote for Clinton. Plugging into our pre-conventions equation in table 3 predicts 52.0% for Clinton, with a probability of winning of .72. This is only slightly less than what we forecasted in early-June, as discussed above.
What about after the conventions? For the polls centered on dates August 9-16, fully two weeks after the Democratic convention ended, the one available poll (from PEW) indicates 52.6% for Clinton. 12 Inserting the number into our postconventions equation in table 3 predicts 52.0% for Clinton, with a probability of victory of .82. Once again, this is little changed from what we predicted prior to the conventions and also earlier, in June. Our electoral expectations have remained quite stable.
CONCLUSIONS
Our forecast model based on trial-heat polls and the cumulative growth in Leading Economic Indicators predicts a victory for Hillary Clinton over Donald Trump when polls are averaged for the second quarter of the election year or when polls are measured shortly after the second of the two national conventions. We underscore the chief advantage of our model, namely that exploiting LEI growth through the start of the election year allows earlier prediction than many other models, indeed, once first quarter numbers are released. 13 By election eve, the best bet is to follow the polls, keeping in mind that the economic trends tapped by our measure of early LEI growth tend to impact things even then, if only a little.
We close with an obvious caveat about forecasting the presidential vote in the unique election of 2016. The theoretical underpinning of forecasting models is bolstered by arguments that each party runs a typical campaign that is supported by party elites. Donald Trump's surprising candidacy can instill a premonition of greater uncertainty-and a larger error term-in 2016 than normal. Our model partially captures a Trump eff ect by the incorporation of trial-heat polls, which refl ect Trump's support at the moment. With trial-heat polls in the equation, the error term represents the effects of cumulative campaign shocks from the date of the poll to Election Day. The possibility of greater campaign eff ects than we typically observe should constrain our confidence in the predictions presented here.
N O T E S
1. In some of our earliest forecasts, we weighted each quarterly reading 0.90 times that of the next quarter, but discovered prior to the 2012 election that 0.80 works best for predicting the presidential vote (see Erikson and Wlezien 2012a ) . Thus, LEI growth in quarter 13 counts approximately fourteen times (1/. 8 12 ) as much as LEI growth in the first quarter of the president's term. We sum the weighted quarterly growth rates through quarter 13 and then calculate the average. To calculate the average, we divide the sum of the weighted growth rates by the sum of the weights for the thirteen quarters, not the number of quarters (13) Note: For each of the pre-and post-convention periods, the out-of-sample forecast for each election year represents the vote predicted from an estimated model that excludes the particular year. Predictive accuracy is the number of elections in which the equation "forecasts" the popular vote winner.
